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Welcome 

Thank you for your interest in OnRamp. We at OnRamp Solutions designed the 
OnRamp ERP to meet and exceed your manufacturing resource planning demands. We 
know manufacturing and we believe that we have created an ERP system that is easy to 
learn, easy to use, and powerful enough to help you and your business overcome any 
challenge. 

To help your business successfully adopt OnRamp as quickly as possible, we have 
designed this document to guide you through some of our most commonly used 
features. 

Overview 
This guide was written to help you learn how to use OnRamp assembly components. 
Some of the screens and reports may be similar to those found in other ERP systems 
you have used. This guide describes how to: 

• Set up engineering components, including bill of material and routing 

• Release a work order and follow the work order instructions 

• Work order transactions and reports 

• Inspecting assembled parts 

• Scheduling work for the shop floor 

Conventions 
The training guide is structured to help you learn the material in class with a qualified 
instructor. Each chapter contains: a list of learning objectives for the chapter, an 
explanation of the chapter concepts, steps on how to perform the chapter actions, an 
exercise to help you learn the material, and, finally, a summary of the chapter. 

This guide uses the following typographical conventions: 

• Bold text - used to highlight important information in text. Used to denote click actions 
in procedures. 

• Italic text - used to label tables and images. Used in notes. 

• Notes - used to denote important notes related to the text. 

• Warnings - used to denote warning messages. Ignored warnings can result in 
permanent negative consequences. 

Customer Feedback 
For questions, comments, or complains related to OnRamp Solutions documentation, 
training, or presentations, please contact us at: info@onramp-solutions.com. 

mailto:info@onramp-solutions.com?subject=I%20have%20something%20to%20say
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Engineering 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Setting up a part 

• Setting up a bill of material 

• Setting up routing detail 

In training, the parts and work centers will already be set up in the OnRamp 
ERP sandbox. 

Parts Overview 
A Part in OnRamp is any unit, raw material, assembly, or sub-component required to 
manufacture an end product. 

OnRamp ERP allows you to add purchased parts, vendor parts, and manufactured 
parts.  

The Part Master screen, where all parts are inputted, can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Product > Parts, 

• Or by searching for Part Master or S1009. 
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Adding parts 

 

Part Master screen 

To add a part record to the parts inventory: 

1. Navigate to the Part Master [S1009] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the part. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a part record. 

Notes 

• Parts that will no longer be used can be archived by changing Archive to D and 
the Status to Inactive. 
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Bill of Materials Overview 
A Bill of Materials, or BOM, also known as the formula, recipe, or ingredients list, is a list 
of raw materials, sub-assemblies, sub-components, parts, and the quantities of each 
needed to manufacture an end product. A BOM displays the parent-child relationships 
that make up a part and is required to get a part into production. 

OnRamp ERP allows you to add purchased parts, vendor parts, and manufactured parts 
to your BOMs.  

The Bill of Material Master screen, where all BOM are inputted, can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Product > Bill of 
Materials, 

• Or by searching for Bill of Material or S1000. 

Using a Bill of Materials 

Once you have your parts and work centers added, you can create a bill of materials to 
set up your production lines, while keeping track of your inventory and cost. 

Reporting 

You can also run multiple reports on your BOM, including checking inventory, cost, view 
a list of parts to purchase based on active BOMs that have part requests and review the 
BOM and Routing Detail cycle times. 

file:///C:/Users/phenriques/Documents/ORS_Help/Content/Main/Engineering/Production/p_Manage_Work_Center.htm
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Adding parts to a bill of material 

 

Bill of Material Master screen 

To add a part to a bill of material: 

1. Navigate to the Bill of Material Master [S1000] screen. 

2. Select the desired Parent Part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a part to the bill of material. 

Notes 

• Parts Master is where Sales, Engineering, Manufacturing, and Planning 
parameters are entered. 

• Parts that will no longer be used can be archived by changing Archive to D and 
the Status to Inactive. 
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Routing Overview 
A routing is an ordered list of tasks required to manufacture a product.  

Routing is an important base of the production module, which defines the method of 
manufacturing. Determining the route to be followed in the manufacturing of a product is 
a prerequisite for setting up production. 

The objectives of routing are to: 

• Determine the tasks required to manufacture an item 

• Identify the work centers related to these tasks 

• Establish the sequence of task-linked operations to be carried out on work 
centers or sub-contracting work centers 

The Routing Detail screen, where routing details are entered, can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Engineering > Engineering Production 
> Routings, 

• Or by searching for Routing Detail or S1014. 

Adding a routing operation 

 

Routing Detail screen 
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To add a routing operation: 

1. Navigate to the Routing Detail [S1014] screen. 

2. On the Part menu, select the desired part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. If required, select the different detail instructions tabs to enter more information. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a routing detail record. 

Notes 

• The value in the Operation field is the sequential routing step number. We 
recommend entering them in base 10 (10, 20, 30, etc.) to allow room for error. 
For example, if you add 3 instructions, but the third one added should be the 
second, if you use a base 10 numbering system, you can add the last instruction 
with a number of 15, so it is correctly displayed between 10 and 20. 

• Operations are carried out in ascending order based on the number listed in the 
Operation field. 
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Work Orders in OnRamp 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Releasing a work order 

• Viewing released work orders 

• Following a work order 

• Work order transactions and reports 

Overview 
A Work Order is a task or a job for a customer that can be assigned to a person or work 
center. These work orders detail what work is required to manufacture, build or engineer 
the customer-requested product. In OnRamp, once the work order has been created, it 
is released to production.  

There are two ways to release the work orders in OnRamp: 

• Release Manual Work Orders [S1264] - used by the scheduling department to 
release specific work orders to production. 

• Release Work Order by Planner [S1282] - used by the scheduling department to 
release multiple work orders to production. 

The work order screens can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Production > Work Orders / Nesting / 
Work Orders,  

• Or by searching for Work Order or the screen number, [S1264] or [S1282] 

Release work orders can be viewed on the Work Order Inquiry [S1100] screen. 

file:///C:/Users/phenriques/Documents/ORS_Help/Content/Main/Production/Work_Orders/p_Release_Manual_WO.htm
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The OnRamp Work Order Form 
Your OnRamp ERP comes with a built-in work order form. Every work order created 
automatically populates with this information if it is in the system. The work order 
displays all the information that production staff need to manufacture a part, such as: 

 

Figure 2.1: Example Work Order 
Form 

• What part is being made? 

• When is it due? 

• How many are needed? 

• Where is the order going? 

• What component parts or materials are needed and 
how many? 

• How and where to make it in the shop? 

• What quality control checks are there? 

• What else do you need to know? 

Releasing multiple work orders 

 

Release Work Order by Planner screen 
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To release multiple work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Release Work Order by Planner [S1282] screen. 

2. On the Person Planner and Planner menus, select the desired planner. 

3. Set the Working Days Forward and click Refresh From Days Fwd. 

4. In the Select column, toggle the field to Yes to mark the work orders for release. 

Tip: To release all listed parts, click Select All. 

5. If required, click Edit to modify the Due Date and Release Quantity. 

6. Click: 

• Release and Print to release and print the selected work orders.  

• Release - No Print to release the work order without printing the work order 
form. 

Result 

You have released the selected part work orders to production. 

Notes 

• The Refresh From Days Fwd button refreshes the grid to reflect the number of 
days forward you have selected. This also reviews all MRP suggestions from all 
sources, like Kanban release or Finite Scheduling. 

• The MRP Last Run field displays a time stamp of the last run MRP.  

• After selecting the planner information, the grid displays all the work orders that 
have yet to be released. 

• The Suggested Schedule frame displays a suggested schedule for the selected 
work order. 

• The second grid in this frame displays the MRP detail for the selected work 
order including: date, demand quantity, supply quantity, and projected quantity. 

• Once the work order is released, it will no longer display on this screen.  
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Viewing released work orders 

 

Work Order Inquiry screen 

To view released work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Work Order Inquiry [S1100] screen. 

2. Select the desired filters. 

3.  Select the Work Order. 

Result 

You are viewing the released work order. 

Notes 

• Click the Recreate WO button to recreate the work order. 
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Purchasing in OnRamp 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Adding a purchase order and purchase order schedule 

• Receiving and inspecting a purchase order 

Overview 
OnRamp uses purchase orders to manage purchased items, such as raw material or 
purchased parts. In OnRamp, you must set up production purchase orders before an 
item can be ordered and paid for. 

Before filling out purchase orders, the part seller has to be set up as a vendor. The parts 
and raw material also must be set up as a vendor part, that is a part that is sold to you 
by a vendor. 

The Production > Purchasing folder contains screens and reports that are used to set 
up vendors, vendor parts, and purchase orders. Important purchasing screens can be 
found by following the click path, or searching for the screen name or screen number: 

• Under Vendor > Vendor Data important screens include: 

• Vendor Master [S1094] - used to enter and update the list of vendors.  

• Vendor Contacts [S1257] - used to enter and update your vendors staff.  

• Under Production Purchasing > Vendor Part Master & Surcharges important 
screens include: 

• Vendor Part Master [S1148] - used to enter and update the parts supplied by 
the vendors.  

• Under Production Purchasing > Purchase Orders important screens include: 

• Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] - used to enter, update, and 
schedule purchase orders. 

• Under Purchase Order Receiving > Production Receiving important screens 
include: 

• Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560]- used to log received purchase orders 
and send them for inspection. 
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Receiving Purchase Orders 
When receiving a vendor shipment, record the following information in OnRamp to 
improve inventory visibility, management, and control: 

• The delivery packing slip details, including what vendor delivered the shipment 

• What parts where delivered 

• How many parts where delivered 

• The parts storage location 

• Any changes to bin quantities 

Adding purchase orders 

 

Production Purchase Order Maintenance screen 

Step 1 - Purchase Order Header 

To create a purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] screen. 

2. Click on the Production Purchase Order Schedule frame. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a purchase order. 
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Step 2 - Purchase Order Detail 

To add purchase order details: 

1. Navigate to the Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] screen. 

2. Select the desired Purchase Order.  

3. Click on the Production Purchase Order Detail frame. 

4. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

5. Enter the desired information. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added details to the purchase order. 

Step 3 - Purchase Order Scheduling 

To schedule a purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Production Purchase Order Maintenance [S1725] screen. 

2. Select the desired Purchase Order and Production Purchase Order Detail. 

3. Click on the Production Purchase Order Schedule frame. 

4. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

5. Enter the desired information. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have scheduled a purchase order. 

Notes 

• To create a PDF file of the purchase order, click Create PDF. 

• To email the purchase order to the Vendor, click Email Vendor. 

• To create the vendor EDI, click Create EDI 850. 

• Certain fields that only apply to a Blanket Purchase Order will not appear on a 
Spot Purchase Order. 
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Receiving a PO and sending it to inspection 

 

Receive Normal PO Multi-line screen 

To receive a purchase order: 

1. Navigate to the Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560] screen. 

2. Select the desired Vendor and Purchase Order. 

Note: Only scheduled purchase orders are available for selection. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. Under Purchased Order Detail, select the desired part number and toggle the 
Receive field to Yes. 

6. On the screen task bar, click Edit to update desired fields. 

7. Click Receive Items. 

Result 

You have received the purchase order and created a transaction number for the 
PO inspection. 

Notes 

• Under Select Packing Slip, the PS in PS Number and PS File stands for 
Packing Slip. 

• Only items with scheduled to be received within the specified Days Forward will 
populate the Receive Quantities tab. 
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Quality Inspection in OnRamp 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Setting up part inspection steps 

• Running purchased and manufactured part inspections 

• Reviewing part inspection results 

Overview 
Print inspections and online inspections are quality processes usually performed by the 
Quality Assurance department. OnRamp ERP has screens to help you: 

• Manage the part inspection steps 

• Assign a received part to be inspected 

• View what parts are awaiting inspection 

• accept or reject a part 

• report and review inspections 

Note: For a part to require inspection, on the Part Master screen Quality tab, the 
Inspection Required flag must be set to Yes. 

Inspection information is entered or viewed on multiple screens, found in different folders 
under Quality > Inspection. All screens can be found by following the click path or 
searching for the screen name or the screen number: 

• Under Inspection Steps important screens include: 

• Inspection Steps for Purchased Parts [S1290] - used to enter and update 
what steps are required when inspecting a purchased part.  

• Inspection Steps for Manufactured Parts [S1115] - used to enter and update 
what steps are required when inspecting a manufactured part. 

• Under Inspection Reporting > Online Inspection important screens include: 

• Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts [S1266] - used to view and accept 
or reject inspection reports on purchased parts. 

• Inspection Reporting for Manufactured Parts [S2115] - used to view 
inspection reports on manufactured parts. 

• Inspection Status on Purchased Parts [S1533] - used to view inspection 
status reports on purchased parts. 

• Under Inspection Results important screens include: 

• Inspection Results by Order Number [S1812] - used to approve or deny 
finalized inspections. 
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Inspection Method 
OnRamp supports two inspection methods: Print and Online. 

• Print Inspection - A print inspection is when you print out the inspection form, 
write in the inspection results and update OnRamp manually with the results. 

• Online Inspection - An online inspection is when you can automatically upload 
images and update the inspection results in OnRamp with an electronic device. 

Inspection Reporting 
You can view a list of completed inspections or parts that are pending inspection within 
OnRamp. All screens and reports can be filtered and printed: 

• Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts [S1266] - The reporting function 
on this screen displays an inspection report for a specific transaction number. 

• Inspection Steps Overview for Purchased Parts [R3577] - This report 
displays all the inspection steps for purchased parts. 

• Purchased Parts to be Inspected [R3555] - This report displays a list of all the 
purchased parts that are pending inspection. 

• Inspection Results Report [R4365] - This report displays all inspection results. 

Adding inspection steps to a purchased part 

 

Inspection Steps for Purchased Parts screen 
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To add part inspection steps: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Steps for Purchased Parts [S1290] screen. 

2. Select the desired Part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. Repeat steps 3-4 to add more inspection steps. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added inspection steps. 

Notes 

• To copy the inspection steps to a different part, use the Copy Inspection Steps to a 
Part frame. 

• If Inspection Type is set to Pass/Fail, the Standard, High, and Low fields are not 
used. 

• If the Frequency Type is set to: 

• First Piece Sample - only the first part will be inspected. 

• Sample Size - the part is inspected based on the frequency set in Part Master > 
Quality > Sample Category 
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Inspecting a purchased part 

 

Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts screen 

To accept or reject an inspection: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Reporting for Purchased Parts [S1266] screen. 

2. Select the Transaction Number. 

3. Select and perform the inspection step. 

4. Accept or reject the inspection: 

• For an Inspection Type of Standard: On the screen task bar, click Edit to 
enter the Result. If the result is within the accepted range set for the 
inspection step, OnRamp will automatically accept the inspection, otherwise 
the inspection will be set to rejected. 

• For an Inspection Type of Pass/Fail: Click the appropriate button. 

5. Click Finalize. If this is the last inspection for that transaction, you can select 
Finalize and Mark Closed. 

Result 

You have accepted or rejected the purchased part inspection. 

Notes 

• The Inspection Results frame will populate based on the following fields: 

o Part Master [S1009]> Quality > Sample Category 

o Receive Normal PO Multi-line [S2560] > Vendor Quantity Received 

• Generate a report on an open inspection by selecting the inspection result and 
clicking Generate Inspection Report. 
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Approving an inspection 

 

Inspection Results by Order Number screen 

To approve or deny a finalized inspection: 

1. Navigate to the Inspection Results by Order Number [S1812] screen. 

2. Select the order and desired inspection. 

3. Enter any comments. 

4. Click Approved or Denied. 

Result 

You have approved or denied the finalized inspection. 
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Shipping in OnRamp 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Setting up shipping containers 

• Reviewing what needs to be shipped 

• Packing a shipment, based on the containers 

• Packing and shipping to customers 

• Printing packing and shipping instructions 

• Finalizing shipments 

Overview 
The OnRamp shipping module allows you to set up and run reports on your current and 
upcoming shipping orders. Within the setup elements for shipping, you can: 

• Add shipping containers to help keep track of skits, crates, and other types of 
containers you may use. 

• Manage the labels used on containers, by vendors, or by customers. 

OnRamp also allows you to run LS/Kitted, Staged, Consigned, or Manual shipping. 

The Production > Shipping folder contains screens and reports that are used in 
shipping. Important purchasing screens can be found by following the click path, or 
searching for the screen name or screen number: 

• Under Customer Shipping the Customer Shipments [S2648] screen is used 
to fulfil customer shipments. 

• Under Shipping Preparation the Shipper Picklist [R1066] report displays 
upcoming and past due sales orders, including the number of parts required, the 
number of parts per container, the number of containers required, the status of 
the order, the part routing steps, and other relevant information. 
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Shipping parts to a customer 

 

Customer Shipments screen 

To ship an order to a customer: 

1. Navigate to the Customer Shipments [S2648] screen. 

2. Select the customer. 

Note: By default, OnRamp displays all orders that are past due, or due today. 
To view future orders, update Days Forward. 

3. Click Start. 

4. Enter the shipment information. 

5. Click OK. 

6. Under the Shipment Contents frame, select the part to add to the shipment. 

7. Click the order to fulfil with this shipment. 

8. Enter the packing information. 

9. Click Pack. 

10. On the Customer Shipments frame, select the Documents & Finalize tab. 

11. Preview the automatically generated documents. 

12. When ready, click Finalize Shipment. 

Result 

You have created the packing and shipping documents required to ship the order to the 
customer. 
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Notes 

• To ship to an alternate address, click the Additional Info tab. 

• If the packing labels have not printed automatically, on the Structure tab, click 
the respective buttons to print the labels. 

• After clicking Pack, the Structure tab will update with the structure of the 
shipment. For example: 

o You are shipping 7 items to the customer in containers.  

o Each container can take up to 5 items.  

o The structure of the shipment will be 2 containers, once containing 5 
items, and another containing 2. 

• To remove (unpack) a component (container) from a shipment: 

o On the Structure tab, select the component and click Unpack. 

• To remove (unpack) all components (container) from a shipment: 

o On the Structure tab, click Unpack Entire Container. 
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Glossary 

B 

BOM 
A bill of material, or BOM, is a list of parts required to build another part. 

E 

ERP 
ERP or Enterprise Resource Planner is a software suite used to help you better manage your 
enterprise resources. 

I 

Incoterms 
Incoterms are pre-defined commercial terms published by the International Chamber of Commerce 
and widely used in international commercial transactions. 

K 

Kanban 
Kanban is a scheduling system for lean manufacturing and just-in-time manufacturing (JIT). 

M 

MRP 
Material requirements planning (MRP) is a production planning, scheduling, and inventory control 
system used to manage manufacturing processes. 

MTR 
Material Test Reports 

P 

PO 
Purchase Order 

Q 

QA 
Quality assurance (QA) is a way of preventing mistakes and defects in manufactured products and 
avoiding problems when delivering products or services to customers. It is part of the quality 
management process and  focuses on providing confidence that quality requirements will be fulfilled. 


